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Create Popular and Profitable Apps In Python!View this e-book on your PC, Mac, Smartphone,

Tablet, or Kindle Device!Are you curious about Python? Do you want to get started in computer

programming with this easy and powerful language? Would you like to join the massive online

community of Python users and developers?If so, Python â€“ The Comprehensive Guide to Python

Programming for Beginners is the book youâ€™ve been waiting for! It includes thorough, complete

instructions for all of the basic aspects of Python. Youâ€™ll undertake a variety of exercises, but

donâ€™t worry â€“ the answers are in the back!Did you know that programmers have written many

of todayâ€™s most popular applications (like YouTube) in the Python language?Itâ€™s true â€“

when you get the solid grounding in Python this book offers, youâ€™ll be ready to enter the real

world of power programming. This object-oriented programming language is highly interactive and

perfect for beginners. (The Python language is very close to the English language.) If you have

experience in other languages (like C), you will notice many familiar elements in Python.Python is

easy to read and learn â€“ and itâ€™s simple to maintain. It has an excellent standard library and is

packed with databases. This comprehensive, portable, and extendable language offers top-notch

GUI (Graphic User Interface) programming. Chock full of examples, explanations, exercises, and

solutions, this book gives you everything you need to get a good head start on your Python

education!Inside this book, youâ€™ll discover all the basic you need to start creating and

developing:What Python is â€“ And How it Got StartedWhy You Should Use PythonHow to Get

Started Right AwayThe Essentials of Python ProgrammingHow to Understand the Comments

FeatureWhat to do with Variables and ScopeHow to Make Explicit ConversionsMaking Use of the

Else Clauseand even Three Basic Python ProjectsDonâ€™t wait another minute â€“ Get your copy

of Python â€“ The Comprehensive Guide to Python Programming for Beginners right away!Just

scroll up and hit the â€œBuy With One Clickâ€• Button â€“ Itâ€™s quick and simple!Youâ€™ll be so

glad you gained this valuable skill!
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I think this Python Programming For Beginners book is can be anyone's guide in learning this

programming language. I find Python challenging since I am not a techie myself, but this has really

proven how newbie friendly it is. The topics were all geared towards a better comprehension of how

Python works. And I appreciate the discussion on "The Essentials of Python Programming" because

it made me understand it ever more. But the amazing thing is that one can do a lot of amazing apps

when he has mastered this language. And this book can help in this department.

This is an excellent book for learning Python. All of the examples are explained clearly, and are

really to easy to understand. If you have some basic programming knowledge, or are just a

beginner, you can learn Python easily with this book.As the author has presented a book on python

programming for the convince the readers to learn more about this programming, learning and

coding. This guide book provide detail and make it understandable easily through tips and

instructions and strategies. Must read it.

I've read a lot of books on Python programming, and this one is very good! For the price you get a

lot of valuable content. If you're new to Python or you have been doing it for awhile, you can benefit

from this book!

As I have realized that I would like to be able to develop my own website and work more

independently in growing my own business, Python Programming for Beginners was extremely

helpful in learning what programs are appropriate to my computer and in which methods Python will



coincide with everything I have learned to this point. I was able to walk through the chapters clearly

to help download and start up Python, along with detailed instructions on running the program and

working with the Linux instructions I already received previously. The information about this being

IDLE and working to help with the development that I have been hoping to complete was also an

educational advancement for me. Now I know that I can be efficient and thorough alike in adding

source codes to the information I would like to place on my own website. I learned a great deal

Python Programming for Beginners!

for some people is computer programming scary but for other people isn't. I was always open new

things and this is something thatâ€‹ I want to know. This book gave me information what exactly

python is and how it works. Python is computer language which everyone can learn. The best part

of the book was a basic project of python. Thank you, author, for this valuable information.

I really like this book, It's perfect for beginners!It provides a short introduction to those who aren't

too familiar with python, which is nice.It comes with many good lessons and emphasizes that you

have take your time with it - it really takes some time and patience to start remembering and

understand python. It's not something you'll learn in a day! So I'm happy that the author is honest

about it.The lessons also have answers in the back of the book, so you can make sure if you're own

answer is correct (dont cheat though!)And it also suggests a good set of opportunities to get your

python programming to the next level once you've learned the basics.Overall a good book if you're

new to Python and you really want to learn it.

The book covers a lot of basic areas regarding Python programming. It is basically a book written for

gaining a better insight about the programming at a beginnerâ€™s level and can be used to derive a

strong foundation over the subject matter. All of its features are explained in great detail, with no

shortage of examples to solidify comprehension of feature functionality and use. Great for beginners

to programming, as well as those who may have experience with other languages. The book

doesn't assume you know programming or object oriented programming, it's very clear and you can

learn a lot with it.

Written in everyday language this book motivated me to learn about the very basics of coding in

Python which is fairly easy once put into practice. I found this beginnerâ€™s book to be complete

and quite encouraging. It is complete because it provides a background about how Python



developed and the pros and cons of using it. I liked the exercises integrated in each section as well

as the suggested projects. The author also provided suggestions as to how one can learn more

advanced concepts in Python. I highly recommend especially for those who are beginners and/or

little or no programming experience.
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